Yorktown, Loft's new turf type perennial ryegrass, will soon be available to professional turf managers. The new variety is said to be an extremely rugged perennial ryegrass that can take unusual stress. One outstanding feature, according to manufacturer, is its excellent mowing characteristics. When independently tested against 15 other varieties of perennial ryegrass, Yorktown is said to have scored highest for overall quality and coloring. Seed for testing purpose is currently available. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.

Hesston’s new StumpRazor features six individual cutting teeth on a rotating head which shave stumps down to 6 inches below the ground. Safety shields protect operator from debris. This one-man method for removing any size tree stump less than 5 inches above the ground eliminates chopping, sawing and digging. Powered by an 8 hp Briggs & Stratton engine, StumpRazor features welded box frame construction. Replaceable cutting teeth are made of a tungsten-carbide alloy. For more details, circle (702) on the reply card.

Limb Lopper has introduced a new hydraulic pistol grip saw to its line of power tools. The Mark II Model PGH saw weighs under six pounds. It features a comfortable pistol grip and a sturdy stabilizing handle. Several bar lengths are available: 12-inch, 15-inch, and 18-inch. The four horsepower vanetype motor puts out 4,300 rpm and will work on either open or closed hydraulic systems. For more details, circle (703) on the reply card.

Designed for weed spraying, these reels have lightweight permanent molded 20-inch diam. aluminum heads and cast aluminum frames. Capable of handling up to 200 ft. x 1 inch hose, reels weigh about 37 lbs. Feature bronze swing joints of 1/4, 3/4, or 1 inch, with Viton o-rings and are pressure tested to 3,000 lbs. Available in hand, electric or air motor rewind. For more details, circle (704) on the reply card.
SELF PRIMING 360 GPH PUMPS: Proven Pumps Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Available in AC Series, models 3MPUB-115 (solid brass) and 3MPUP-115 (high density polyethylene) move up to 360 gallons per hour, yet weigh only 5 1/2 lbs. Both are available in battery-powered 12-volt versions. DC units are ideal for field application where AC power is unavailable. Impellers are made of Nitrile, compounded for long flow life, and resistant to oil, water and abrasion. Full circle cam eliminates body wear. AC unit has continuous duty series type motor with stainless steel shaft. DC unit has enclosed permanent magnet motor. For more details, circle (705) on the reply card.


An optional propane fuel system for Bucky rough terrain forklift truck is now available from Badger Dynamics, Inc. Bucky is designed for applications in material handling for construction, industry, agriculture and commercial markets. Manufacturer says new 33 lb. propane tank provides Bucky with three to five hours of operation before refueling. Capacity for propane machine remains the same as the gasoline-powered counterpart — 2500 lbs., with roller type mast reaching to 14 feet as standard. Low profile mast is optional. For more details, circle (707) on the reply card.

MODEL MF FLAT-BED TRAILER: Clark Equipment Company, Michigan City, Ind.

Clark has introduced a flat-bed mini-trailer for pickup trucks that can decrease equipment investment and increase operating flexibility for light, bulky hauling by freeing costly truck tractors for heavy loads, according to manufacturer. Inverted fifth wheel mounted under the “gooseneck” couples to a 2-inch SAE kingpin that folds into the pickup floor when not in use. Model MF is available in 22- and 30-foot lengths and features optional side rails for the drop deck area. For more details, circle (706) on the reply card.


Mini-Haul, with its low profile, compact width, short overall length and power articulated steering provides easy maneuverability, according to manufacturer. Traveling on 12-inch-wide flotation turf tires, it is said to cause no rutting or damage to turf. Several bucket designs are available, and dump angle of 110 degrees facilitates dumping. Mini-Haul is provided with 4-wheel hydrostatic drive and a 4 cyl. 46 hp ohv gasoline engine, and has a travel speed of up to 12 mph. All weather cab is available. For more details, circle (708) on the reply card.